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Abstract

This note contains the contribution to the Concurrency Column of the EATCS
Bulletin of February, 2004. It indicates on the one hand what the strengths of
process algebras are, and on the other hand mentions a major shortcoming. Using
elementary process algebra it is hard to prove correctness of complex distributed
algorithms, protocols and systems. We encountered this when providing a process
algebraic proof that the sliding window protocol of buffer size n is behaviourally
equivalent to a bounded queue of size 2n. We used and developed notions such
as invariants, cones and foci and coordinate transformations together providing
the means to give a precise and insightful proof of the correctness of the sliding
window protocol. These and other techniques are all shortly addressed in this
note. The main message however is that in order to make process algebra the
universal tool for the study of correct system behaviour (for which we believe it
is one of the best candidates) much more of effective proof techniques need to be
developed.

Why is process algebra exciting?

An early paper by Milner in 1973 [41] gave a clear motivation for process algebra. He
gave three reasons to design a process algebra.

• All (computer) systems interact with their environment. For most of these, this
is their primary ‘raison d’être’. So, within computer science, we need a formalism
in which interaction is a primary citizen.

• Nondeterminism is important. The actual behaviour of a computer system is
influenced by factors that we do not understand or are too complex to include in
a comprehensive description. For instance the exact moments at which interrupts
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occur in a computer can have substantial influence on its overall behaviour. Yet,
incorporating these moments would quickly make the study of any non-trivial
behaviour in the system untenable. Nondeterminism provides a way to manage
this complexity. We simply describe nondeterministically that interrupts can
occur at any moment. Milner uses the ‘weather’ that can influence the behaviour
of computers and that we cannot completely describe and understand.

• Parallelism is an omnipresent notion in computers.

Especially, the first two aspects are missing in many foundational formalisms, in par-
ticular in those from the 70’ies of the last century.

Based upon these motivations, Milner developed CCS [42], a simple and very elegant
theory for communicating systems. Very similar theories were developed by other
researchers among which CSP [34] and ACP [5]. As we grew up in the realm of ACP,
we use it in the rest of this note, but all that is being said applies to all process theories
in general.

Another new key notion in process algebra is the internal action τ (which we also
attribute to Milner [42], although we do not know whether this is its true origin).
The idea is that the exact nature of most actions that occur in a computer system is
irrelevant. Hence, these actions can be made invisible by declaring them hidden. In
other words, these actions are renamed to τ ’s. Using appropriate reduction relations,
e.g. weak- [42, 45] or branching bisimulation [21], the residual visible behaviour can be
made small and insightful.

Note that besides process algebras, there are more formalisms that allow interaction,
nondeterminism and abstraction, such as Petri-nets [46] and I/O-automata [38]. But
to our taste, none of these formalisms integrate all these aspects so nicely as process
algebra.

The limits of classical process algebra

The axiomatic theories of CCS, ACP and CSP led to typical and elegant correctness
proofs of intricate communicating systems. Examples are for instance Milner’s sched-
uler and the alternating bit protocol (see e.g. [3, 42]).

Unfortunately, these examples turned out to be the limit of what could be proven
correct using manipulation by means of the axioms directly. Around 1990, it became
obvious that the applicability of process algebra in its original form for practical pur-
poses was limited.

Obviously, if process algebra could not be effectively applied to much more complex
systems, there should be only one reasonable destiny for all the work done on it: the
shelves of our national libraries. But, given the elegance and simplicity of its elementary
theory, we could not accept this fate.

So, in 1990 the challenge was (and for the larger part still is):
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Can we develop process algebra such that it can be used effectively to design
the correct behaviour of realistic interacting programs and systems?

The first derived question, namely whether we can describe realistic, interacting sys-
tems, had already been answered affirmatively by in particular LOTOS [36] and sub-
sequently by other formalisms such as PSF [40]. In these languages the expressiveness
of process algebra is enhanced with data types and some syntactic sugaring.

One of the striking conclusions was that specifying interacting systems using these
formalisms really improved quality and clarity, compared to the standard verbose and
verbal specifications, that unfortunately are still very commonly in use. But after initial
enthusiasm, it turned out that especially the larger specifications did contain mistakes
similar to the typical mistakes in programs. A specification formalism by itself does
not guarantee correctness.

This made it obvious that ways were needed to ascertain the correctness of such
specifications.

Why are state based techniques not the only answer

A major movement to provide the means to establish the correctness of specifications
originates in state space exploration. The basic idea is that a system specification is
transformed into an automaton or state space. By explicit exploration of this state
space, properties, such as deadlock freedom, can be established. Using property lan-
guages such as the modal mu-calculus [10], much more advanced properties can be
formulated.

Using spectacular techniques, such as Binary Decision Diagrams [12], partial order
reduction [23], bit-hashing [35], supported by the even more spectacular increase of
the speed of computers and the use of networks of computers it is now possible to
effectively and automatically prove many properties about the behavioural specifica-
tions of destitute interacting systems. This is actually leading to modeling as a new
paradigm in computer science, which is common in most other engineering disciplines.
This means that the essential behaviours of programmed systems are being modeled
and that insight is primarily obtained by studying the behaviour of the model.

Unfortunately, many realistic systems and their models exhibit behaviours that lead
to state spaces too large and too complex to deal with using any of the methods above.
And although we often wanted to believe differently, most of the real world examples
to which we want to apply our techniques, are way out of reach. A typical example
is a new railway safety control philosophy developed in the Netherlands [4] allowing
a more efficient and reliable railway transport. One of the reasons that it will not be
taken into service is that nobody can convincingly certify its correct operation. Until
this is possible, it seems that the Dutch railway companies will stick to the proven,
simple control systems to which they are accustomed, denying customers the benefits
of the new technology.
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In those cases where automatic methods are insufficiently helpful, manual manipu-
lation can save the day. Typically, protocols and algorithms deal with unspecified or
unbounded data, are about an unbounded number of communicating partners and are
often quite complex. In order to prove the correctness of such systems human ingenu-
ity and intuition are indispensable. The ability to include the human intellect into the
verification effort will be a distinguishing success factor for many decades to come.

This situation is similar to mathematics, where numerical techniques and automatic
formula manipulation play increasingly important roles. But even in engineering math-
ematics, manual verification techniques, intuition, insight, experience and hard labour
remain essential to solve problems. It however needs to be said that the combination
of manual and automated techniques have advanced this field as a whole.

Within computer science the situation is similar. So, besides automated techniques,
it is essential to further the field of manual verification, far beyond the level of Milner’s
Scheduler or the alternating bit protocol.

The sliding window protocol

In 1990 we were ready to undertake this challenge. But first we needed a tractable
specification language without any form of syntactic sugar but still sufficiently strong
to model complex interacting systems. So, we needed a formalism more advanced than
bare process algebra, but not as syntactically rich as LOTOS and PSF. We designed
the language µCRL (micro Common Representation Language) [26] consisting of ACP,
abstract equational data types and two new operators (the if-then-else and the sum
over (infinite) data types) to glue data and processes together.
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Figure 1: Sliding window protocol

After this, we embarked upon the question whether we could prove the correctness
of the most complex sliding window protocol in Tanenbaum’s Computer Networks
[50, Second edition] solely on the basis of the axioms and rules of process algebra.
The structure of the sliding window protocol is drawn in figure 1. The basic idea
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behind the protocol is that data must be sent from A to D. We only consider the
unidirectional variant here. In the bidirectional variant data is sent from D to A also.
The data is stored in a buffer in S and is subsequently sent via the channel K to the
receiver R. The receiver R sends acknowledgements back to S via channel L. While
in transit, data and acknowledgements can get lost. Therefore, sender S regularly
resends its data, as long has it has not been acknowledged and receiver R retransmits
acknowledgements periodically. Only if data has been acknowledged, the sender S

removes it from its buffer. A typical feature of the sliding window protocol is that the
messages are numbered. By looking at these numbers and by buffering the messages,
receiver R can deliver the data in the same order as they were read by S. It turns
out that the protocol works correctly by numbering the messages modulo 2n if both
buffers have size n.

Algebraically proving the correctness of the sliding window protocol appeared to be
much harder than expected, and has only recently been finished [19]. There have been
a number of failed attempts to prove the sliding window protocol correct within the
process algebraic community. There are some attempts where the nature of the protocol
has been substantially adapted [25, 44, 47]. Furthermore, there are a number of proofs
of simplified sliding window protocols, with only a single buffer place [7, 52, 53] or where
modulo calculation does not essentially play a role [15]. We consider the fact that we
managed to give a process algebraic proof of the full sliding window protocol with
arbitrary buffer size n and packet numbering modulo 2n (and had the proof checked
using PVS [43]) a substantial step forward. More importantly, we identified several
essential techniques that make the proof rather straightforward.

Using assertional techniques a number of successful proofs of the sliding window pro-
tocol have been given [13, 48, 49]. Especially, the proof of Anneke Schoone gave us the
essential inspiration for a technique which we call ‘coordinate transformations’. Typical
for the assertional proofs are the limited correctness properties that can be shown. For
the sliding window protocol correctness is formulated as: the list of delivered data of
the sliding window protocol matches the list of input data. Within process algebra the
more insightful theorem is proven that the behaviour of the sliding window protocol
with window size n is branching bisimilar to that of a queue with buffer size 2n.

Very early on we made two observations about the third sliding window protocol of
Tanenbaum. The first was that the external behaviour of the protocol as stated in
Tanenbaum is extremely complex. So, we had to make slight adaptations to guarantee
that the protocol nicely behaved like a bounded queue. The second observation was
that the protocol contained a deadlock, which we had to repair.

In the remainder of this note we first shortly introduce the language µCRL and sub-
sequently address the techniques that we have identified as important to algebraically
prove the correctness of interacting systems.
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A short primer in µCRL

We want to avoid formulas, and we mainly provide main ideas. Readers that want
more are referred to for instance [19, 27] or even the draft of a planned book on these
techniques [28]. Yet, it might be useful, to briefly sketch the language µCRL, which
has provided the context for our work.

Processes have the following syntax:

p::=a(d1, . . . , dn) | τ | δ | p + p | p · p | p ‖ p | τI(p) | ∂H(p) |
∑

d:D

p | p / c . p.

The process a(d1, . . . , dn) is an action, parameterized with data elements. The process
τ is the internal action, i.e. an action that cannot be directly observed. The process
δ is inaction or deadlock, i.e. the process that cannot perform any behaviour. The
operator + denotes the choice between two processes, and the operator · is sequential
composition. The sequential composition operator is often omitted. Parallel composi-
tion is denoted by ‖. Actions can be hidden using the hiding operator τI where I is
a set of action labels of the actions that are to be renamed to τ . The encapsulation
operator ∂H blocks all actions whose labels are in the set H. All these operators are
standard operators of ACP [3].

The operators that integrate data and processes are the sum operator
∑

d:D p that
represents the possibly infinite choice of process p over all data elements in D. The
process p / c . p denotes the then-if-else construct. If the condition c is true, the process
at the left is executed, otherwise the process at the right-hand side is performed. The
language µCRL also contains the operators ‖ , | and ρR which play a secondary role,
and are not explained here.

Processes are characterized by equations. For instance the process

proc X(n:Nat) =up·X(succ(n))+
down·X(pred(n)) / n > 0 . δ+∑

m:Nat set(m)·X(m)

denotes a simple counter, that can count up, down and can be reset to a new value m.
Data are described using equational abstract data types with constructors. To get a

flavour, the definition of natural numbers with constructors 0 and succ with a defined
predecessor function is given below.

sort Nat
func 0 :→ Nat

succ : Nat → Nat
map pred : Nat → Nat
var n : Nat
rew pred(succ(n)) = n
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The advantage of abstract data types is their simplicity and genericity. By employing
these a fast and memory efficient toolset for µCRL has been built [9]. A disadvantage
of abstract data types is the need to redefine the basic types for every specification,
and the inability to use domain specific technologies, such as for instance integer linear
programming.

The language µCRL has been kept simple. All operators and keywords of the lan-
guage are given above, except for the keyword init used to indicate the initial state of
a process.

Linear processes

Both for manual verification and for tools it turned out to be extremely fruitful to
transform all processes to linear form, which in essence is an equation of the form

X(~d: ~D) =
∑

i∈I

∑

~ei:
~Ei

ai(fi(~d,~ei)) X(gi(~d, ~ei)) / ci(~d,~ei) . δ

It says that process X with parameters ~d can for each i ∈ I (I is a finite index set)

choose to perform action ai with parameters fi(~d,~ei) ending up in process X with
parameters determined by the function gi, provided condition ci holds. In case a
process cannot perform an infinite number of τ -actions, it is called τ -convergent, or
convergent for short.

It is possible to automatically transform any guarded process description to linear
form [51]. This includes parallel processes. One of the largest advantages of linear
processes is that they do not suffer from the state space explosion problem. Process
descriptions of hundreds of pages have been transformed to linear form. Note that linear
processes are a common normal form for processes, cf. for instance I/O-automata and
the Unity language [14].

Axioms and rules

Milner [42] provided a concise set of axioms to deal with processes. Nice rules to deal
with infinite behaviour were provided by Bergstra and Klop, namely, the recursive
specification principle and Koomen’s fair abstraction rule (see e.g. [3]). These axioms
and rules give a complete underpinning of process algebra.

The recursive specification principle formulated for convergent linear processes equa-
tion (CL-RSP) says that every convergent linear process has one solution within the
context of branching bisimulation. So, each such linear process exactly defines a pro-
cess, and moreover, if we can show another process to be a solution of a linear process
equation, it must be branching bisimilar to the standard solution of the linear equation.
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Koomen’s fair abstraction rule says that every τ -loop can be removed from a process.
It expresses fairness by saying that if in a τ -loop certain actions are iteratively enabled,
then one of them must eventually be executed.

As stated before, these elementary rules are too cumbersome to prove complex dis-
tributed systems correct. In the next five sections we provide techniques to overcome
this.

Invariants

Remarkably, classic process algebra does not include the notion of an invariant, whereas
it is one of the most important concepts in assertional correctness proving. In [6] the
notion of an invariant for linear process equations has been introduced. It is a simple
predicate that remains true when actions are performed. Formulated in terms of a
linear process we say that I is an invariant if for all ~d, i ∈ I and ~ei it holds that

I(~d) ∧ ci(~d,~ei) → I(gi(~d,~ei)).

This is generally easy to check. A process starting in a state where the invariant holds
can be simplified using the invariant.

It turned out that invariants are essential when proving realistic systems correct. But
much more is needed.

Cones and foci

A method that has been totally inspired by the correctness proof of the sliding window
protocol is the cones and foci technique [30]. The core difficulty of showing that the
sliding window protocol simulates a bidirectional queue lies in the fact that if the queue
would perform an action, then the sliding window could only mimic this by first doing
a large number of internal steps.

After studying this situation, a rather general pattern emerged in the behaviour
of implementations. This can be seen in figure 2. The implementation is generally
performing many internal actions to achieve some goal, for instance the delivery of
data. This behaviour can be drawn as a cone shaped as a set of states with a single
state at the focus of the cone. This focus point is where the implementation strives
after. All the states in such a cone are bisimilar to a single state in the specification
describing the external behaviour of the implementation. An implementation consists
of a large number of such cones.

At the focus point, the implementation and the specification can exhibit exactly the
same behaviour. But the implementation can already perform external actions, when
not at the focus point. E.g. the implementation can already deliver a datum when it
still needs to acknowledge it.
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Figure 2: A focus point and its cone

Given the fact that implementations contain cones, there is an easy way to prove
the implementation and specification weak- or branching bisimilar by providing a state
mapping h from the states of an implementation to the states of a specification and by
checking the following six properties that can simply be formulated on linear processes:

1. There is no infinite sequence of τ -steps. This property can be relaxed by requiring
splitting the τ -transitions in progressing and non progressing τ -transitions, and
by requiring that there is no infinite sequence of progressing τ ’s.

2. The states s and s′ before and after a τ -step, are mapped to the same state in
the specification by the state mapping, i.e. h(s) = h(s′).

3. Each external action that can be done in a state s in the implementation can
also be performed in the related state h(s) in the specification.

4. For each state s that is a focus point, each action that can be performed in h(s)
can also be done in s.

5. Data in related actions in s and h(s) must match.

6. The states reached when performing related actions in s and h(s) must be related
by h again.

The strength of this technique comes particularly from 4. It is not necessary to check
that each action in the specification can be performed in any state in the implementa-
tion. It is only necessary to see that such actions can be mimicked in the focus point.
The first condition seems particularly restrictive, but it has been relaxed in [20, 30].
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There are several generalizations of the cones and foci theorem [20, 22]. The effec-
tiveness of the cones and foci theorem is such that there is now a long list of correctness
proofs where this theorem plays a pivotal role.

Coordinate transformations

Unfortunately, the cones and foci theorem turned out to be insufficient to prove the
correctness of the sliding window protocol. Inspired by the work of Anneke Schoone
[48], we split the proof in two parts. First we showed that the sliding window protocol
with unbounded sequence numbers behaved correctly using the cones and foci method.
Then, we showed that this unbounded sliding window protocol behaved the same as the
‘modulo’ sliding window protocol by a simple application of the recursive specification
principle. In a sense we went from a non modulo to a modulo coordinate system.

There is a strong resemblance with mathematics, where solving a problem in one
coordinate system is much harder than in another coordinate system. Similarly, we
believe this is also an essential technique in this field.

Using invariants, cones and foci and coordinate transformations, we were able to give
a proof of the sliding window protocol.

Confluence

Techniques that are totally unrelated to the sliding window protocol, but particularly
effective, are τ -confluence and τ -prioritisation [29]. These techniques are related to
partial order reduction but much less involved. In [42] a slightly different notion of
confluence had already been mentioned.

~d

gi(~d, ~ei) g(~d, ~ej)

gj′(gi(~d, ~ei), ~ej′) = gi′(gj(~d, ~ej), ~ei′)

τ

aj′(fj′(gi(~d, ~ei), ~ej′))

aj(fj(~d, ~ej))

τ

Conditions:
ai = τ

ai′ = τ

aj = aj′

fj′(gi(~d, ~ei), ~ej′) = fj(~d, ~ej)

Figure 3: Confluence for a linear process equations
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The notion of τ -confluence (although it comes in many flavours) is best illustrated
in a picture (see figure 3). It says that if a process can perform an a and a τ action, it
must be able to perform respectively a τ and an a action to a joint state. If this holds
for all states and transitions we call the transition system τ -confluent.

If a system is τ -confluent and it is not possible to perform an infinite sequence of τ ’s,
the τ -prioritisation operation preserves branching bisimulation. The τ -prioritisation
operation simply does the following. In any state priority can be given to a τ -transition.
This means that all other transitions (including other τ -transitions) in this state are
removed such that only the prioritized τ remains.

The use of τ -confluence on a given state space is generally less fruitful, as the state
space has already been generated. But τ -confluence and τ -convergence can be estab-
lished on a linear process. Subsequently, τ -prioritisation can be applied to reduce the
state space, before it is generated.

In manual correctness proofs, τ -confluence can be used to straighten the behaviour
of a protocol, for instance by showing that the protocol can be considered as if it oper-
ated in several rounds. Without proper foundation such assumptions have been made
in the proofs of correctness of several distributed algorithms [16]. When generating
state spaces, applying τ -confluence and τ -prioritisation often reduces its size substan-
tially. There are instances, where the size of the state space after reduction is only the
logarithm of the original state space.

Unbounded parallel processes

Many distributed algorithms deal with an unbounded number of processes. If an
individual process i can be described as P (i), the parallel composition of n + 1 such
processes is straightforwardly described by the following equation:

X(n : Nat) = (P (n) ‖ X(n− 1)) / n>0 . P (0).

It turns out to be non trivial to derive a linear process equation for X. A way to do
this is by inductively adding a single process at the time. The problem is that the
behaviour of a restricted number of such processes can be hard to comprehend.

We overcome this problem by a general meta theorem that gives the linear form of
X and that moreover shows that if P is well defined, X also uniquely defines a process
[31].

Modal logic

Where process algebra traditionally looks at equating specification and implementa-
tion, it is without doubt that establishing the validity of certain properties, neatly
formulated using modal formulas, has become an essential means to formulate and
establish correctness of systems.
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On the one hand the verification of modal formulas has up to now mainly been
dominated by providing smart and fast algorithms to establish the validity of such
formulas on state spaces. On the other hand a lot of energy went into the fundamental
underpinning of the theory. However, relatively little attention has been paid to the
development of a mathematical theory to effectively prove the validity of formulas
manually. This means that no mathematical experience and subsequent methodology
is building up.

Modal formulas must contain data to allow to formulate properties beyond the level
that the system contains no deadlock. In [24] it has been pointed out how such enhanced
formulas in combination with a linear process can be transformed to parameterized
boolean equation systems. Following the line of the excellent thesis by Angelika Mader
[39], where the theory for fixed point boolean equation systems is summarized and
developed, we are working on extending this theory to solve such equations with data
[32, 33].

A typical phenomenon is that some of the equations that we obtain have no easy so-
lutions, and require the investigation of patterns comparable to the patterns occurring
in solving differential equations or integrals. We feel that much work needs to be done
in this field.

Toolset

When interested in the specification of correct realistic systems there is one unfortunate
observation that one cannot escape. Specifications of realistic systems are large, easily
extending dozens of pages. Obviously, only the most extraordinary people can muster
the energy to prove properties about objects of this size. In order to also allow ordinary
people to design correct systems, computer tools are required.

For µCRL we have designed a tool primarily centered around the notion of a linear
process. In this way we avoid the essential use of automata, which quickly become too
large to be handled. As already remarked above, we have transformed large systems
of literally hundreds of pages to linear form.

The linear process equation can be transformed and minimised. A simple optimi-
sation is for instance the detection and elimination of parameters that always remain
constant and that do not influence external behaviour. Besides τ -prioritisation, the
elimination of irrelevant parameters is the foremost tool to reduce the size of state
spaces. More involved operations are checking and generation of invariants, establish-
ing τ -confluence and application of τ -priorisation. Even modal formulas with data can
be established on linear process equations where it is of no relevance whether the state
space is finite or infinite. The only determining factor is the complexity of the property,
the process and in particular the data types.

Currently, after optimising the linear process, we generally resort to the generation
of a state transition system and use automata based algorithms for our final analysis.
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For the generation of the state space several dedicated rewrite technologies have been
introduced that allow to calculate with abstract data types almost as fast as with
concrete data types. Memory consumption is extremely low by employing sharing
offered by the ATerm library [11], leading to a memory consumption of a few bits per
parameter in a state for large state spaces. And by employing networks of computers
and dedicated algorithms, we can now generate state spaces of more than 109 states [8]
and we expect that around the time this note appears in print it is regularly possible
to generate state spaces of 1010 states.

The toolset is freely available via www.cwi.nl/~mcrl.

Open questions

Below we mention a few of the questions that we believe are important to be solved for
the further development of this field and into which we already looked to a smaller or
larger extent. Of course, the field is broad and therefore much more needs to be done
than can possibly be mentioned here.

• Time, probabilities, stochastics and continuous behaviour are all encountered
when studying systems. All of these notions have been addressed in many pa-
pers, but none of them have a sufficiently simple and mathematically developed
form that we know how to incorporate these in our setting. For instance the
combination of continuous time, data and branching bisimulation still does not
have a satisfying axiomatisation (despite [18, 37, 2]).

• Techniques such as the cones and foci method have been developed to prove
branching bisimulation. Sometimes, one encounters specifications and implemen-
tations for which equivalences weaker than branching bisimulation are needed.
One could think of trace equivalence, failure equivalence or simulation. Within
the context of process algebra, no effective means have been developed. An inter-
esting notion could be simulation as used in the context of I/O-automata. But
the use of prophecy variables [1] appears to be even more interesting.

• Within distributed systems there are many impossibility results. It is impos-
sible to reach consensus or common knowledge over asynchronous communica-
tion channels. Within process algebra, or more generally within the world of
behavioural automata there are no nice and general theories to systematically
derive and understand these impossibility results.

• Besides process algebra and similar formalisms (such as I/O automata) there
are a few rather different formalisms around dealing with the same questions of
behaviour and correctness. These are the world of assertional techniques (in-
variant, weakest preconditions) and Petri-nets. Similar to process algebra, these
formalisms have their unique strengths. It is however odd to see that all these
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domains seem to operate in a rather isolated way, rather than to incorporate each
other’s techniques and to converge to a unified theory of system behaviour.

For instance, within assertional theorem proving there is a strong but virtually
forgotten field of the derivation of algorithms (see e.g. [17]). Based on concise
descriptions of the desired effects extremely elegant algorithms have been derived
in a very insightful way. Within process algebra such techniques do not exist.

In Petri-nets it is possible to describe distributed data processing effectively.
Moreover, it is possible to derive many behavioural properties from the static
structure of a Petri-net. Within the context of process algebra similar structural
reasoning is largely absent.
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